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More than a year and a half into the 
ongoing COVID-19 crisis that has left 
a global trail of physical and fiscal 

casualties, the world is only beginning to show 

signs of limping back to normalcy. Abatement 
in the virality and intensity of the global 
pandemic in many places, and rapid uptake in 
national vaccination drives, especially in many 

developed countries, has led to the timorous 
prognosis that the worst of the pandemic could 
now be behind us. 

On the economic front, vestiges of revival and 
growth that are visible in several markets have 
given rise to hope that the COVID-19 fueled global 
recession, described as the deepest since the end 
of World War II, is finally drawing to a close.

In Kuwait, at the onset of the global pandemic 
in March 2020, the government imposed strict 
curbs on mobility of people and business 
activity that extended for over five continuous 
months, arguably one of the longest business 
closures in the world. Impact of the prolonged 
restrictions had a profound impact on business 
activities and on the country’s overall economy. 

While large enterprises with deeper pockets 
were able to tide over the health crisis and 
emerged relatively unscatched from its 
economic repercussions, the same cannot be 
said of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 
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Yousef Saleh Alyan or more well known as Abu Tareq 
was a man ahead of his times. The founder editor 

of the first English language paper in the region was a 
man defined by his simplicity and humility. The founding 
of Kuwait Times months after Kuwait became a fully 
independent nation was surely the foresight of a man 
who set the tone for the birth of independent journalism 
in the region.

On the 60th anniversary of Kuwait Times, we cannot 
but remember the founder who steered the paper from 
its inception into a well read and respected publication.
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Thursday, 30 September marks one 
year since the ascension of His 
Highness Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad 

Al-Jaber Al-Sabah as the 16th Amir of the 
State of Kuwait.

In accordance with Article 60 of the 
Constitution, His Highness the Amir, 
who was serving as Crown Prince since 
2006, took the constitutional oath on 30 
September, 2020, following the demise 
of his step-brother, the late Amir Sheikh 
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah.

Born on 25 June, 1937 His Highness the 
Amir is the sixth son of the 10th ruler of 
Kuwait, Sheikh Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah 
who ruled from 1921 to 1950. 

The Amir, who did his education in 
Kuwait, took up his first government 
posting at the age of 25, when he was 

appointed as the Governor of Hawally 
Governorate in 1962. 

He continued as governor of Hawally 
until 1978 when he was inducted into the 
Cabinet when he was given charge of the 
portfolio of the Ministry of Interior. His 
decade-long service as Interior Minister, 
saw various reforms and initiatives being 
implemented at the Interior Ministry.

In 1988, he was appointed as Minister 
of Defence and served in this post until 
the treacherous invasion by Iraqi forces in 
August 1990. On the liberation of Kuwait 
in February 1991, following seven months 
of occupation by Iraq, His Highness was 
assigned the portfolio of the Ministry of 
Social Affairs and Labor in April 1991.

He then took up the post of Deputy 
Commander of the National Guard in 

1994 before returning once again as the 
Minister of Interior in July 2003. He was 
elevated to the role of First Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister of Interior in October 
of the same year.

In February 2006, he was designated as 
Crown Prince by an Amiri decree of the late 
Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad. He would 
continue to serve as the Deputy Amir until 
assuming power as Amir of Kuwait in 2020.

His Highness the Amir is one of the 
senior-most members of the House of 
Sabah and has played a unifying role in the 
family over the decades. He has also been 
instrumental in supporting programs that 
foster national unity among the six-nation 
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states. 

His Highness is married with four sons 
and one daughter.

Kuwait to celebrate first anniversary of 
ascension of His Highness the Amir

Ambassador of Tajikistan H.E. Zubaydov 
Zubaydullo held a luncheon at 

the chancery for ambassadors of the 
member states of Shanghai Cooperation 
Organisation (SCO). 

Ambassadors of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, 
India, Kyrgyzstan, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Armenia, 
Turkey, Afghanistan and Iran attended the 
luncheon to mark the success of the SCO 
summit and adoption of the Dushanbe 
Declaration on regional security.

Addressing the dignitaries, Ambassador 
Zubaydov extended his warm wishes and 
appreciation to the diplomats for their 
attendance to mark the success of the event 
held in his capital city Dushanbe. He called for 
increased cooperation and engagement in the 
coming years between member states.

President of Tajikistan Emomali Rahmon 
chaired the session of the Shanghai 
Cooperation Organization (SCO) Council of 
Heads of State that was held in Dushanbe, the 

capital of Tajikistan on 16 and 17 September, 
against the backdrop of the organization 
marking its 20th anniversary.

Regional and international security, 
coordination of anti-terrorist activities, 

strengthening cooperation with observer 
states, and other important issues were the 
main focus of the two-day deliberation. The 
summit concluded with the signing of 30 
documents and the adoption of the Dushanbe 
Declaration of the 20th SCO Anniversary. 

Ambassador of Tajikistan hosts 
luncheon for SCO members

IWG members attend
Indian painting exhibition

Joice Sibi, wife of the Indian Ambassador 
to Kuwait, welcomed members of the 

International Women’s Group to her exhibition 
of paintings, which is being held at the Kuwait 
Society for Fine Arts and under the patronage 
of the President of the Society, Abdul Rasoul 
Salman.

IWG members praised the exhibition 
of paintings as highly professional and an 
expression of nature, heritage and culture.

Mrs. Sibi’s  invitation to the members of IWG 
to attend the special show also included two 

Indian cultural dances derived from classical 
and popular Indian folklore, which showcased 
the customs and traditions of the country, and 
were characterized by artistic performances 
along with music.

The members enjoyed the special evening, 
and Cristiana Baldocci., wife of the Italian 
Ambassador to Kuwait and President of the 
International Women’s Group, presented a 
commemorative shield to Mrs. Sibi, and thanked 
her on behalf of herself and all members of IWG, 
for her kind invitation to attend the event.

Resonance Consultancy, a leading global 
consultancy in the tourism, real estate, 

and economic development sectors, in 
its annual ranking of the world’s 100 top-
performing cities based on six categories,  
placed Kuwait in 23rd spot in the prosperity 
category, 39th in population diversity, 48th in 
promotion, 71st in places. 

In the outcome category, which measures 
the main institutions, tourist attractions 
and infrastructure of the city, Kuwait stood 
in 197th spot, while in the programming 
category, which measures food, cultural 
and artistic performances, nightlife, Kuwait 
ranked 249th globally.

The ranking also revealed that Kuwait is 
the fourth largest attractor of foreigners born 
outside the country, a factor that reflects its 
higher ranking in population diversity, but on 
the other hand, when it came to education, 
the country ranked a low of 229 and stood 
9th in terms of unemployment. 

Kuwait also ranked 17th in the opportu-
nities it offers to expatriates, reflecting the 
country’s global appeal, but excessive in-
equality undermined its impressive 3rd spot 
in GDP per capita.

Regionally, Dubai ranked as the best city 
and ranked fifth globally, followed by Doha 
in 12th, Abu Dhabi 14th, and Riyadh at 55th 
globally.  As for the best cities in the world, 
London came first, followed by Paris, then 
New York third, Moscow fourth, Dubai fifth, 
Tokyo sixth, Singapore seventh, Los Angeles 
eighth, Barcelona ninth, and Madrid tenth.

Inequality undermines
Kuwait’s global ranking

Civil Service Commission and other relevant 
authorities concerned with evaluating 

the performance of employees in the public 
sector are said to be planning an overhaul of 
the evaluation system that is used to calculate 
work awards and motivate employees, and at 
the same time rationalize spending.

Previously this evaluation was 80 percent 

conducted by the immediate superior of the 
employee, and 20 percent was dependent 
on the employee attending to his work for a 
minimum of 180 days. The new system will 
rely on an online and electronic evaluation 
mechanism, which will evaluate the employee’s 
performance and productivity, rather than their 
mere attendance in office.

Public sector workers to be 
evaluated for performance
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Vaccinated passengers 
from Kuwait exempt 
from quarantine in UK
The British government announced last week that beginning from 4 

October, vaccinated passe ngers from Kuwait and other places not on 
the so-called ‘red list’ of countries, will be able to enter the United Kingdom 
without the need for a pre-departure PCR test.

Revealing this in a series of tweets on his Twitter page, the UK transport 
minister Grant Shapps noted that from 4 October, the current ‘red-amber-
green’ that had until now governed the entry of passengers to the UK would 
cease to exist. This would instead be replaced by a simple red-list of no-go 
destinations.

“From later in October, (fully vaccinated travelers) will be able to replace the 
expensive day-two PCR test with the less costly lateral flow test,” he added, 

referring to the test required 
two days after arriving 
in England. He however 
warned that “Officials review 
these measures weekly or 
in response to significant 
changes in disease activity 
abroad, and they could re-
impose, extend, further ease, 
or otherwise amend any 
restrictions with little-to-no 
prior notice depending on 
disease activity over the 
coming weeks.”  Earlier, 

Kuwait was listed in the UK’s Amber List. However, from 4 am Monday 4 
October, it is not obligatory for travelers coming from Kuwait to undergo 
quarantine for 10 days, or to undergo a PCR examination before traveling, or 
to undergo an examination on the eighth day of arrival, but with the necessity 
of examining on the second day after reaching the United Kingdom.

Fully vaccinated travelers refers to passengers who have been vaccinated 
with two doses of Pfizer-BioNTech, Oxford-AstraZeneca, Moderna, or one 
dose of Johnson and Johnson, at least 14 days before travel from an approved 
vaccination program. Including the UK, USA, Europe, Australia, Antigua and 
Barbuda, Barbados, Bahrain, Brunei, Canada, Dominica, Israel, Japan, Kuwait, 
Malaysia, New Zealand, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Korea or Taiwan 
– mixing between two-dose vaccines (Oxford/AstraZeneca, Pfizer BioNTech, 
Moderna) in this list is also recognized.

Travelers must also complete a Passenger Locator Form before departure 
and take a PCR test on day-2 or before arriving in the UK. Travelers who are 
vaccinated will not need to do quarantine in the UK, and will no longer need 
to do pre-departure or day-8 PCR tests.

TEC announces launch of golden age of tourism 

A new tourism strategy aimed 
at transforming Kuwait into a 
world-class provider of leisure 

and entertainment experiences, was 
unveiled last week by the CEO of 
Touristic Enterprises Company (TEC) 
Abdulwahab Ahmed Al-Marzouq.

Speaking at a media gathering 
organized at Kuwait Towers, Al-
Marzouq outlined the company’s path 
forward to revive the golden era of 
tourism in Kuwait and become one of 
the leading developers and operators 
of family entertainment experiences 
in the region. 

“This is the most ambitious 
transformation in the company’s 
40+ year history,” said Al-Marzouq, 
while sketching out plans for the 
redevelopment of 11 anchor tourism 
projects. “As part of the new strategy, 
we will pursue calculated growth and 
expansion, modernize, redevelop 
and reposition existing facilities 
and diversify our assets to offer new 
world-class experiences to everyone 
in Kuwait,” said the CEO 

He further elaborated: “The 
new strategy is both ambitious and 
achievable, backed by concrete plans 
and an approved capital increase of 

KD250 million from Kuwait Investment 
Authority. 

Through the provision of 
immersive experiences, fit for the new 
age, TEC aims to play a leading role 
in enabling the tourism ecosystem 
in Kuwait and serve as a role model 
for the country’s public sector 
transformation. This is also in line with 
the country’s 2035 vision with a focus 
on human capital development and 
economic diversification.”

During the press conference, 
TEC revealed redevelopment 
plans for 11 key facilities, across 
5 verticals, including park and 
family entertainment, hospitality, 
recreational clubs, highways rest 
areas and waterfront marinas. More 
specifically, TEC unveiled plans for 

the redevelopment of three key 
projects to be executed in a first wave, 
Nuwaiseeb Rest Area, Ras al Ardh Club 
and Messilah Beach.

TEC also unveiled plans for the 
redevelopment of its other facilities 
as part of a second wave, including 
Shaab Park, South Sabahiya Park, 
Salmiya Yacht Club, Abdali Rest Area, 
Salmi Rest Area, Egaila Beach, Khiran 
Resort and Touristic Park.

The new projects will positively 
contribute to Kuwait’s social-economic 
development, through human capital 
development, job creation and 
growing tourism demand. They will 
be developed around a financially 
sustainable business model and 
following rigorous planning and 
financial viability studies.

Kuwait ranks higher in 
Global Innovation Index 
Kuwait stepped up six rungs to 72nd spot in the 2021 iteration of the 

Global Innovation Index (GII), an international innovation ranking 
of 132 countries based on multiple parameters. Despite improvement in 
its global ranking, Kuwait failed to make any headway in the Arab world, 
where it continued to rank fifth, and among its Gulf Cooperation Council 
(GCC) peers, where it remained in fourth spot, for a second year in a row.

The UAE topped the six-nation GCC 
bloc with a global rank of 33, followed 
by Saudi Arabia in 66th and Qatar in 
68th spots. Oman in 76 and Bahrain in 
78 spots rounded off the Gulf countries 
based on their innovation ranking.  
The GII is based on seven pillars of 
innovation: Institutions; Human capital 
and research; Infrastructure; Market 
sophistication; Business sophistication; 

Knowledge and technology outputs; and Creative outputs. 
Kuwait ranked relatively high (43) only in the infrastructure pillar, while 

falling short in all other categories, knowledge and technology outputs 
(60), human capital and research (69), institutions (86), creative outputs 
(89), and especially poorly in Market sophistication (94), and Business 
sophistication (100).

The Innovation Index is published annually by the World Intellectual 
Property Organization, a self-funding agency of the United Nations, in 
cooperation with INSEAD, one of the world’s leading and largest graduate 
business schools, and Cornell University in the United States.

Based on the overarching pillars of innovation, the world’s most-
innovative economy in 2021 is Switzerland, followed by Sweden, the 
United States of America; the United Kingdom; and the Republic of Korea, 
in the top-five spots for 2021. At the other end of the innovation spectrum 
in 2021 were Benin with 128th rank followed by Niger, Guinea, Yemen and 
Angola bringing up the rear in 132nd spot. 
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 Thought
  for the         e

week

Fresh salsa is relatively fast 
and easy to make. It tastes 
much better than what 

comes out of a jar. And you do 
not really need a recipe once you 
start to understand the essential 
ingredients and learn a little 
about what different chiles taste 
like.

The word ‘salsa’ just means 
‘sauce’ in Spanish. In Mexico, a 
salsa can be any kind of sauce, 
but people generally think of 
salsa as two distinct things: a 
chile-based sauce that sits on the 
dining table and is spooned onto 
the meal, or a simmered, chile-
based sauce that is mixed with 
meat and vegetables and then 
eaten with tortillas. 

Basically, salsa adds an extra 

layer of complexity and flavor to 
a dish. You can use it on almost 
anything: meat, fish, veggies, 
beans. The meal doesn’t have to 
be fancy or even well-thought-
out. 
How to make a basic salsa
Grab a small roma tomato, a 
quarter of a small onion, a garlic 
clove and at least two fresh chiles 
(serrano or jalapeño work well, 
or you can kick things up a notch 
and do habanero). If the chiles are 
large, you can use one instead. 
But in general, do not worry too 
much about proportions. Then 
coarsely chop your ingredients 
and toss everything in the 
blender. Blend the items to your 
desired texture, and then taste 
it, add at least a half teaspoon 
of salt, and taste again. If it is too 
hot, add a little more tomato. If 
it is too acidic, add a little more 
onion. If it is not spicy enough, 
add another pepper. If it is just 

bland, add more salt.
One note: You can use dried 
chiles instead of fresh, but you 
will need to soak them in warm 
water for about 10 minutes first, 
until their skins soften up. If you 
are nervous about the heat, slice 
the chiles open with kitchen 
scissors or a knife before you 
soak them, and scrape out and 
discard the seeds.

These four ingredients will be 
enough to make a tasty sauce, 
but if you like, you can add more 
ingredients. Cilantro, lime, and 
spices like black pepper or cumin 
are always welcome. This is a raw 
salsa, but not all salsas are raw. 
You can cook the ingredients, to 
add even more flavor.

Here are a few important 
things to remember when 
making salsa
• Do not mix fresh and dried 

chiles. If you are using fresh 
chiles, mix as many varieties 
as you want. Just do not add 
a jalapeño and something 
dried, like an ancho, or the 
flavor and color will be off.

• Do not go overboard on 
onion. Onion can sweeten 
and mute the chile. If the salsa 
tastes too acidic, you can add 
more.

• A good salsa needs salt so add 
it at the end, once the flavors 
come together. 

• You should be able to detect 
the flavor of the chile. If the 
salsa seems too tomatoey, 
add more chiles. If it is not hot 
enough, you can add more 
chiles after you have blended; 
it will not hurt the salsa. If 
something seems off and you 
cannot put your finger on it, 
try a little more salt.

• Experiment with different 
chiles. Never tasted a chile 
manzano or habanero? Try 
them. They are citrusy and 
perfumey and hotter than 
jalapeños and serranos. 
Making them into a salsa is a 
good way to learn what they 
taste like, and to learn how 
many you might want to add.

• Store it in an airtight container. 
Salsa will keep in the fridge for 
about a week. It will mellow 
out as the days go on, though, 
and it always tastes the best 
on the first day. 

 Fresh salsa

If the closest you have come to coconut milk is 
a takeout container of Thai chicken curry, you 
are missing out a wholesome flavor and richness. 

Coconut milk is responsible for a wealth of flavorful 
dishes that range from sweet, rich ice-creams to spicy 
dips and soothing soups.

But what exactly is it? Not to be confused with 
coconut water, which comes from the center of young 
green coconuts, coconut milk is made from grated and 
pressed coconut. And, thanks to a high fat content, it 
has a rich, mildly sweet flavor and creamy texture that is 
remarkably similar to dairy milks.

Sometimes, if the canned coconut milk does not 
contain stabilizers, the milk will separate into two layers: 
a thin watery milk topped with dense cream. Some 
recipes call for using just the cream, while in other cases, 
you can simply stir and shake the contents of the can 
until they are evenly combined.

So now that you have an idea of what coconut milk is, 
here is what you can do with it.
Use it as a dairy substitute: Coconut milk can be used 
as a lactose-free, vegan milk substitute in countless 
capacities: stir it into your coffee, whip it into cream, 

add it to baked goods, or make it into a yogurt. And if 
your diet excludes dairy, you may just be surprised by 
how smooth and creamy dairy-free ice cream can get, 
whether it is salted peanut butter, mint chip, or simple 
classics like chocolate and vanilla. 
Make dips and sauces: Coconut milk on its own might 
make a pretty unmemorable dip, but add in some 
sweeteners or savory spices and it is a whole different 
story. One way is to simmer it with red curry paste 
until thickened and then liven it up with lime juice, soy 

sauce, ginger, honey, and fish sauce in a dipping sauce 
for dumplings. Or change tacks entirely and boil it up 
with sweetened condensed milk, butter, and a pinch 
of salt for a sticky-sweet sauce perfect for drizzling all 
over grilled pineapple, or pretty much any dessert you 
please.
Drinks with coconut milk: If you are left with 
just a little bit of leftover coconut milk and forever 
stumped on what to do with it, stirring or blending 
it into a drink is always a great idea. It gives breakfast 
smoothies more body and richness, while the extra fat 

keeps you full. You can even swap it with regular milk 
when making any kind of milkshake.
Pair it with seafood: Seafood loves all things coconut 
milk — the kind that spans ceviches and curries, noodles 
and stir-fries. Combine it with curry paste and use it to 
steam some Thai-style mussels, sauce up some rice 
noodles and shrimp, dress a quinoa-seafood salad, or 
complete a bowl of DIY instant noodles.

Not a fan of curry paste? Try coconut milk as a 
poaching liquid for some fish simmered in coconut milk 
with lemongrass, lime, cilantro, and fish sauce. It also 
makes a great base for a coconut clam stew seasoned 
with ginger and turmeric, or an Indian-style shrimp 
soup.
And yes, curries: The concept of curry speaks spicy-
sweet, thick, creamy, slightly nutty sauce that coats 
everything from chickpeas and cashews to chicken and 
potatoes. 
Rich Desserts: Coconut is a great dairy substitute. It can 
be used to prepare layered puddings, coconut custard 
pie, and saucy coconut- enhanced islas flotantes (also 
known as floating island, a dessert of French origin, 
consisting of meringue floating on crème anglaise). In 
Thailand, a sweet coconut milk custard called sangkhaya 
is used as a dip for white bread. 

 Ways with a can of 

 COCONUT   
 MILK

FOOD

 – Paul Krugman
American economist

Rising inequality isn't about 
who has the knowledge; it's 
about who has the power.
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In a bid to further enhance convenience for 
its customers across the country, City Centre 

Kuwait has revamped its online shopping 
platform at www.cchyper.com.

Established in 1999, City Centre is one of the 
Middle East’s most iconic hypermarket chains, 
selling everything from grocery items to linen, 
electronics, baby care items, pet care supplies, 
and COVID essentials. The hypermarket also 
exclusively imports items from renowned 
international brands such as Organic Larder, 
Waitrose and Partners, and John Lewis among 
others. 

The relaunched eCommerce platform along 
with a brand new, user-friendly application 
(both iOS and Android) will complement City 
Centre’s network of brick-and-mortar stores 
around the country, and also set up operations 
to carry out grocery fulfillment according to 
world-class standards.

What Makes www.cchyper.com different 
from other online retail outlets is the unique 
offers that you cannot afford to miss; a 
selection of a wide range of exclusive 
brands that are only available at City Centre; 
a unique scanner feature, where you scan 
product barcodes and add to your cart on 
the go; recipes that you can learn, and also 

add the ingredients to your cart in one click; 
and various lifestyle departments such as 
vegan,Diabetic , gluten-free and more. 

The entire project, including the world-
class e-store and the accompanying user-
friendly and customer-centric mobile app, was 
delivered in a record six months, due to a great 
team effort from City Centre and all its vendors. 
Together, the online store, the mobile app and 
the picker app allows the hypermarket to scale 
up its business in the least possible time

All this is made possible by loads of 
convenient features on the website such as 
the option to re-order, scan the barcode, add 
a comment for each product, shop by lifestyle, 
and best of all, the website allows customers to 
checkout in a few clicks. 

When City Centre embarked on its digital 
transformation journey, its objective was clear: 
Be Kuwait’s #1 online grocery store. This is not 
an easy target to achieve, due many grocery 
outlets and supermarkets having decided to 
have an online presence in the wake of the 
pandemic. However, City Centre, by leveraging 
its experience of more than a decade, and a 
team of experienced personnel, is ready to 
beat the competition and reach the number 
one spot. 

City Center 
revamps online store

Following a review of complaints 
received from passengers, and 
after studying various violations 

allegedly committed by airlines, and travel 
and tourism operators in the country, the 
Complaints and Arbitration Committee of 
the Directorate-General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA), has taken action against several 
airlines and tourism offices.

Chairman of the Committee and Director 
of the Air Transport Department, Abdullah 
Al-Rajhi, said the committee reviewed all 
violations, including eight complaints filed 
against companies that violated the laws 
and circulars issued by the DGCA, related to 
the air transport market. He stressed on the 
need for companies and offices to abide by 
all laws and circulars issued to regulate the 
work of the air transport market in Kuwait.

Al-Rajhi went on to say that based on 
examining the complaints and violations, 
“the committee issued decisions to fine and 
take all legal measures against the violating 
companies. This is in addition to referring 
one of the social media accounts to the 
competent authorities for violating Article 
12 of Decree-Law No. 31 of 1987 concerning 
regulating the air transport market in 
Kuwait.” 

Meanwhile, in other airline related 
news, the national carrier Kuwait Airways 
Corporation (KAC) has announced that it 
will ‘suspend’ flights to some summer travel 
destinations, including Malaga, Sarajevo, 
Bodrum and Trabzon, starting from 
October. The suspension is said to be based 
on supply and demand and economic 
stability of flight operations.

The airline added that it will gradually 
increase the number of flights following the 
stepwise increase in seat capacities granted 
by the DGCA. Kuwait Airways currently 
covers all regional and international 
destinations including New York, Europe, 
the Gulf states, the Middle East, the Indian 
subcontinent, the Far East and China.

Plans are also said to be underway to 
open new lines during the coming period, 
including to Sohag, Alexandria, Khartoum, 
Casablanca and Amsterdam.

DGCA imposes fines for violations
by airlines, tourism offices

Kuwait-US celebrate 60 years
of diplomatic relations
Ambassador of the United States, 

Her Excellency Alina Romanowski, 
praised the bilateral ties between her 
country and Kuwait, describing them 
as “very good”. The ambassador was 
interacting with the media during her 
visit to the Kuwait Towers last week.

Pointing to the strong relations at the 
highest level, the ambassador referred to 
the recent call by US President Joe Biden 
to His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf 
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, and the visit 
of the US secretaries of Foreign Affairs 
and Defense to Kuwait, who met with 
His Highness the Amir and senior Kuwaiti 
officials to discuss relations between 
both countries.

On the occasion of the US and 
Kuwait celebrating 60th anniversary of 
diplomatic relations, the envoy said, “I 
feel proud to be here, specifically at the 
Kuwait Towers, which is a simple symbol 
that represents Kuwait, the present, the 
future and the past.”

She added, “We seek to improve and 
develop our bilateral relations between 
the two countries, and we look forward 
to the start of the 61st anniversary of the 
establishment of bilateral relations.”
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Kuwait Cricket Club (KCC), the official 
governing body of Cricket in Kuwait and an 

associate member of the International Cricket 
Council (ICC), signed a sponsorship agreement 
with MEC Study Group that will allow students 
registered with KCC to access unique scholarship 
programs powered by the Group.

The official signing ceremony, held on 
8 September at Olympic Council of Asia 
headquarters in Salmiya, appoints MEC Study 
Group as the principal sponsors of Kuwait 

Juniors cricket, with naming rights of Kuwait 
Under-16 (U-16) and Under-19 (U-19) national 
teams for the 2021 season. The agreement was 
signed on behalf of MEC Study Group by its CEO 
Muizz Mirza, and for KCC by its President Haider 
Abbas Farman.

As part of the agreement, MEC Study 
group will assist KCC in having close ties with 
universities in the UK and Australia, so that U-19 
KCC players who have the potential to play for 
the national team in the future can continue to 

train at the highest level whilst abroad and KCC 
will also provide support in signing them up 
with local clubs and or counties so they are able 
to gain the ultimate international exposure, 
which will hopefully help them return as 
better and stronger players for Kuwait in the 
future….”, said Director General of KCC, Sajid 
Mohammad Ashraf.

For his part, the KCC president said that KCC 
will exert all efforts aimed at benefiting the 
players in their game and in their career, and 

the board is fully committed in doing so for its 
players across all categories and gender.

Commenting on the scholarship, Mr. Mirza 
said that the partnership with KCC will provide 
players upto 25 percent scholarship on college 
tuition fees for higher studies in more than 700 
universities across the world. He added that a 
large number of expatriate students playing 
cricket for the local cricket teams at juniors 
level in Kuwait can benefit from this scholarship 
program if their teams are registered with KCC.

MEC Study Group offers unique scholarship to KCC students

LuLu Hypermarket, acknowledged as one 
of the world’s most powerful retailers, 

and by far the largest retailer in the region, is 
holding a week-long food festival, ‘LuLu Food 
Fiesta 2021’, at all its outlets in Kuwait.

The food fiesta, which runs from 
Wednesday, 22 September to Tuesday, 28 
September, is an annual celebration of the 
best of foods from around the world. The 
event was inaugurated on 22 September at 
the Fahaheel branch of the hypermarket, by 
Eng. Faisal Saud Al-Hasawi, General Manager 
and Chairman of the Board of Directors of 
the Public Authority for Agriculture Affairs 
and Fish Resources, in strict adherence to all 
COVID-19 health protocols and best practices.

 The resplendent inauguration of the 
festival featured an array of street-food stalls, 
food-sampling counters, live-cooking stands, 
alluring traditional-style grocery stores, and 
large food-related cut-outs and decorations 
that added to the food fiesta atmosphere.

The seven-day-long fiesta presents 
shoppers with amazing offers on a wide range 

of products across all categories, including 
groceries, fresh and frozen foods, meat 
and fish, as well as non-food items, beauty 
products, electronics, and white goods such 
as refrigerators and air conditioners. Special 
discounts are also being offered on a large 
variety of top food brands.

A special attraction during ‘Food Fiesta 
2021’ is the ‘End-of-Season’ sale, which offers 
buyers super-discounts ranging from 25 
percent to as much as 75 percent off on prices 
for an assortment of products in fashion, 
footwear, ladies handbags, baby-accessories 
and eyewear. Due to the rush for products 
at these highly discounted prices, the End-
of-Season sale has been extended from 15 
September to 12 October, so shoppers can 
buy these incredible value-items at their 
leisure.

The Food Fiesta 2021, which celebrates the 
foods and cuisines of countries worldwide, 
is symbolic of the hypermarket’s values of 
providing shoppers with the best of world 
products at amazingly competitive prices. 

Following his meeting on Sunday with 
the UN Secretary-General Antonio 

Guterres, His Highness the Prime Minister 
Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, 
said the UN General Assembly takes place 
amidst “exceptional health circumstances,” 
and the world should join hands and 
coordinate with the UN to effectively 
confront the coronavirus pandemic.

His Highness the Prime Minister, who 

is representing His Highness the Amir 
of Kuwait at the UN General Assembly’s 
(UNGA) 76th session in New York, reaffirmed 
Kuwait’s support to the UN to continue 
its “important and vital” role. He also 
reiterated Kuwait’s support to the UN Chief 
in reforming the UN. For his part, the UN 
Secretary-General praised Kuwait’s support 
of the UN strategic plans and programs, 
as well as the promotion of humanitarian 
work during crises. He thanked Kuwait for 
contributing to the resolution of conflicts as 
well as achieving peace and stability in the 
region.

The two senior officials also discussed 
regional and international affairs, in 
addition to the UN’s role in boosting 
international peace and security, and 
sustainable development. The meeting 
was attended by Foreign Minister and 
Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs Sheikh 
Dr. Ahmad Nasser Mohammad Al-Sabah, 
Kuwait’s Permanent Representative to the 
UN Mansour Al-Otaibi, and his Deputy 
Bader Al-Munayyekh.

Kuwait expresses continued support for UN efforts

LuLu Hypermarket launches 
LuLu Food Fiesta 2021

LOCAL

Ministry of Health declared last week that 
“indication of a return to normal life”, 

had been made possible by the  successful 
completion of administering two-dose 
vaccination to targeted groups across the five 
health districts in the country.

The ministry noted that two dose recipients 
reached 83 percent in the Capital, 77 percent in 
Farwaniya, 76 percent in Hawalli, 70 percent in 
Ahmadi and 56 percent in Jahra. Achieving an 
average ratio of 72 percent vaccination of the 
targeted population has allowed the country 
to cross the threshold deemed necessary to 

achieve community immunity. Crossing the 
medical milestone is expected to allow the 
country to cautiously return to ‘normalcy’.

Renewing calls for those who received one 
dose of the vaccine to complete the second 
dose at the earliest, and urging people who 
have still not registered to receive vaccines 
to do so immediately, the health ministry 
spokesperson Dr. Abullah Al-Sanad said, 
“Vaccination immunizes the individual and 
society as the community begins to reap its 
benefits with the continued improvement of 
epidemiological indicators in the country.”

Vaccination rate crosses
community immunity threshold
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PAM urges measures to stabilize labor market

A study initiated by the Public 
Authority for Manpower (PAM) 
has come up with several 

recommendations aimed at stabilizing the 
labor market in the country. 

Among the suggestions by the study is 
that work permits issued for all professions 
and activities should be legitimized for a 
full year so that all available skilled labor 
can be absorbed into the labor market and 
the large pool of marginal workers in the 
country can be removed.

The study urged the Ministry of Interior 
and other relevant authorities to intensify 
their efforts to identify and deport marginal 
workers, those staying illegally, and those 
who have travel bans against them, as 
well as unearth and shut down companies 
sponsoring workers using fake licenses.

Other recommendations by the PAM 
study include regulating the work of small 
and medium enterprises (SMEs), where an 
estimated 79,000 workers are registered 
under the sponsorship of 4,000 SMEs, so 
as to help identify the actual needs of the 
labor market through the development of 
an automated action plan.  

The report also stressed the need to stop 
issuing work permits for professions and 
specializations which can be filled by Kuwaiti 
job-seekers and to assign all concerned 
ministries and government agencies 
to follow up on employing nationals as 
workers in government contracts.  

The study called for addressing the 
situation of illegal residents by giving 
priority for Kuwaitis in various jobs, including 
as cashiers in cooperative societies and 

security guards, production line in factories 
and making other professions more 
attractive for the national cadres especially 
for those who hold secondary school 
certificates and below.  

The study also called on all parties 
to cooperate in order to remedy the 
imbalance in the demographic structure, 
noting that the defect is not in the increase 
in the number of expatriate workers, as the 
state needs them to work in development 
projects but the defect lies in the efficiency 
of expatriate workers and the labor market’s 
need for them.   On a related note, latest 
reports from the Central Administration of 
Statistics show that as of the end of June 
2021 there were a total of 7,668 unemployed 
nationals registered with the Civil Service 
Commission. 

In a breakup of the unemployed 
nationals, the statistics agency found that 
among those registered unemployed, 46 
percent were male and 54 percent were 
female citizens; 54 percent were single and 
38 percent were married; around 50 percent 
were graduates with a university degree, 
and 13 percent were diploma holders.

IWG begins new season 
activities with in-person meeting
The International Women’s Group-Kuwait 

held its first meeting of the 2021-2022 
cultural season on Sunday, September 19 at 
the Crowne Plaza Hotel. The Executive Board 
were delighted to welcome members with 
white roses and sweets to mark the return of in-
person gatherings.

In an opening speech, Laila Boulos, public 
relations coordinator, introduced  Ambreen 
Mustafa, wife of the ambassador of the 
Islamic Republic of Pakistan and current IWG 
Presidential Advisor. In her welcome speech, 
Mustafa thanked the IWG Board members for 
their support during the difficult period of the 
pandemic and added that this meeting was 
the first physical meeting after a year of online 
meetings. Mustafa then introduced  Cristiana 
Baldocci, wife of the Ambassador of Italy to 
Kuwait, as the new President of the International 
Women’s Group 2021-2022.

Baldocci welcomed members and guests 
and expressed her thanks for their participation 
in the event. She also extended her thanks and 
gratitude to Her Excellency Sheikha Hanouf 
Badr Al-Mohammed Al-Sabah, Honorary 
President of IWG, for her role in supporting the 
group.  The celebration continued with several 
recreational activities, including a presentation 
about activities and events held during the past 

year, followed by short film of members each 
expressing their concept of happiness.

The ‘Laugh out Loud’ project which was 
suggested and prepared by  Clethe Gubler, wife 
of the Ambassador of the Swiss Federation, and 
IWG Advisor, in partnership with Ms. Manar 
Alamat, Website & Social Networks Coordinator, 
was a very popular project that involved 
the entire membership. To mark the end of 
their tenure,  Hoda Al-Zahem, Procurement 
Coordinator, and  Kawthar Saad, Media 
Coordinator, were thanked and honored for 
their many years of service.Ms Nancy Al-Safadi 
performed some delightful musical pieces on 
the violin that radiated joy and happiness.

Between March 2020 and March 2021 the 
Kuwaiti labor market lost an estimated 

199,000 expatriate workers from 15 different 
job sectors.  

According to the latest labor market system 
report, the real estate sector was the biggest loser 
with 53,000 workers, followed by the wholesale 
and retail market and bicycle repair sector, which 

lost nearly 37,000. Due to the continued difficulty 
in recruiting workers from abroad because of the 
ongoing COVID-19 crisis, no sector has recorded 
an increase in workers, with the exception of 
the electricity and air conditioning sectors, 
whose number increased by 369 workers.  The 
report adds that there is a noticeable decrease 
in the number of registered workers in the 

construction sector, which lost more than 30,000 
workers, in addition to the manufacturing sector, 
which lost 27,000 people.  In the “information 
and communications, financial and insurance 
activities, education, arts, entertainment and 
leisure, human health and social work” sectors 
the number of employees who left the country 
were in line with labor market requirements. 

Labor market loses thousands of workers in a year 

European Union (EU) announced last week 
that it had added Kuwait to the list of 

epidemiologically safe non-EU countries, and 
urged EU countries to reopen their borders for 
non-essential travel by travelers from Kuwait. 
The EU Council of Ministers in a press release said 
following a review under the recommendation 
on the gradual lifting of the temporary 
restrictions on non-essential travel into the EU, 
it updated the list of countries for which travel 
restrictions should be lifted. 

Besides Kuwait, other countries added to 
the new safe list include Chile and Rwanda, 
whileBosnia and Herzegovina, and the Republic 
of Moldova were removed from the list. The EU 
notification added that based on the criteria 
and conditions set out in the recommendation, 
as from 23 September 2021 member states 
should gradually lift the travel restrictions at the 
external borders for residents of the following 
non-EU countries: Australia, Canada, Chile , 
Jordan, Kuwait, New Zealand, Qatar, Rwanda, 
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Korea, Ukraine, 
Uruguay, China, subject to confirmation of 
reciprocity.

The criteria to determine the third countries 
for which the current travel restriction should 
be lifted were updated on 20 May 2021. They 
cover the epidemiological situation and overall 
response  to COVID-19, as well as the reliability 
of the available information and data sources, 
it said. The EU Council of Ministers updates 
the safe travel list based on criteria relating to 
coronavirus infection levels every two weeks. 

On an unrelated note, but one which could 

prove convenient for residents of EU states 
and those seeking to travel there, the EU has 
proposed the use of a common charger for 
phones and smaller electronic devices thereby 
harmonising charging port and fast charging 
technology across the EU bloc.

Terming it as an important step against 
e-waste and consumer inconvenience, the EU 
press release noted that the USB-C will become 
the standard port for all smartphones, tablets, 
cameras, headphones, portable speakers and 
handheld video-game consoles.

EU Commissioner for the internal market, 
Thierry Breton, presenting the proposal in a  press 
conference in Brussels today said: “Chargers 
power all our most essential electronic devices. 
With more and more devices, more and more 
chargers are sold that are not interchangeable or 
not necessary.”

“We are putting an end to that. With our 
proposal, European consumers will be able to use 
a single charger for all their portable electronics, 
an important step to increase convenience and 
reduce waste,” he said.

In 2020, approximately 420 million mobile 
phones and other portable electronic devices 
were sold in the EU. On average, consumers own 
around three mobile phone chargers, of which 
they use two on a regular basis, noted the press 
release. The new proposal will now need to be 
adopted by the European Parliament and the EU 
Council of Ministers before it becomes law. There 
will also be a transition period of 24 months from 
the date of adoption to give industry ample time 
to adapt before the entry into application. 

EU adds Kuwait to its list of
epidemiologically safe countries
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Head of the Kuwaiti Federation of 
Restaurants, Cafes and Catering Services, 

Fahd Al-Arbash, in a statement last week 
disclosed that there were over 4,000 restaurants 
and cafes operating in the country, excluding 
their branches, and if one were to include 
the restaurants and cafes that provide other 
services such as beverages and hookah, their 
numbers would rise to over 16,000.

He added that following the government 
decision to gradually ease restrictions, business 
activity was slowly returning to normal, 
and some restaurants were reporting up to 
80 percent return in ‘dine-in’ business, and 
consequently a drop by 25 percent in home 
delivery services.

He also noted that since the start of the 

pandemic in early 2020, restaurants and cafes 
were severely impacted with many being 
forced to shut down permanently. But the 
recent easing of restrictions have helped a 
few shut down establishments to reopen their 
businesses, with some of them reporting brisk 
business.

Brisk business for restaurants,
coffee shops, as normalcy returns

Filipino group promotes safe 
riding, healthy lifestyles

The global community celebrates 
International Day of Peace each year on 

21 September. The UN General Assembly 
has declared this as a day devoted to 
strengthening the ideals of peace, through 
observing 24 hours of non-violence and 
cease-fire.  

The theme approved for this year’s 
celebration titled, ‘Recovering better 
for an equitable and sustainable world’, 
stresses on the need to think creatively and 
collectively about how to help everyone 
recover better, how to build resilience, and 
how to transform our world into one that 
is more equal, just, equitable, inclusive, 
sustainable, and healthier, especially in 
lights of COVID-19 outbreak.

Speaking ahead of the occasion, UN 
Secretary-General António Guterres stated: 
“This year’s International Day of Peace comes 
at a crisis point for humanity. COVID-19 has 

turned our world upside-down; conflicts 
are spinning out of control; the climate 
emergency is worsening; inequality and 
poverty are deepening, and mistrust and 
division are driving people apart at a time 
when solidarity and collaboration are 
needed more than ever. As a human family, 
we face a stark choice — Peace or perpetual 
peril… We must choose peace.”

Kuwait has been and remains a global 
cornerstone in the maintenance and 
promotion of the culture of peace in its 
internal and external policies, which are 
evident from its relentless efforts and 
tireless work in promoting peace and 
security in the region and beyond. 

In a statement on the occasion 
of International Day of Peace, the 
Representative of the United Nations 
Secretary-General and Resident 
Coordinator in Kuwait, Dr. Tarek Elsheikh, 

commended Kuwait for its unwavering 
position in promotion of peace. He noted, 
“Kuwait serves as a global role-model for 
the promotion of peace. 

It has proved in multiple instances that 
the solution to the global challenges the 
world is facing is peace. Kuwait promotes 
the culture of peace through encouraging 
dialogue between rival parties as was 
demonstrated during its hosting of the 

Yemen Peace Talks and providing urgent 
humanitarian aid as was demonstrated 
during the past years to the Syrian and 
Yemeni humanitarian crises.”

The annual Global Peace Index (GPI), 
published by the Institute for Economics 
and Peace, reveals a world in which the 
conflicts and crises that emerged in the 
past decade have begun to abate, only to 
be replaced with a new wave of tension 
and uncertainty as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic and rising tensions between 
many of the major powers.

The index, which measures the degree of 
peacefulness in countries across the globe 
and ranks them accordingly, has found 
Kuwait faring highly in the world and in the 
Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region 
in 2021. Kuwait attained a rank of 36 from 
among the 163 countries evaluated in this 
year’s index. 

International Day of Peace, Kuwait an example

The decision by the Board of Directors of 
the Public Authority for Manpower (PAM) 

to charge residents, who are over sixty years 
of age and do not have a university degree, 
a fee of KD2,000 for renewal, has come in for 
criticism from the private sector and others in 
the market.

Adding his voice to the overall opposition to 
the exorbitant visa renewal rate, the Chairman 
of the Kuwait Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (KCCI), Muhammad Al-Saqr, is 
reported to have written to His Highness the 
Prime Minister, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-
Sabah, requesting that unproductive hike in 
visa renewal be scrapped.

The KCCI Chairman is said to have pointed 
out to the premier that the decision would 
lead to displacement of skilled workers from 
Kuwait, which could have serious negative 
implications on the national economy. He also 
urged the prime minister to urgently intervene 
and cancel the implementation of the decision.

Disagreement to the hike in fees is 
apparently not confined to those adversely 
impacted by the sharp increase. Media reports 
indicate that disagreements within PAM on the 
fee increase are also rife. 

The Minister of Trade and Industry, and 
Chairman of PAM board, Dr. Abdullah Al-
Salman, and the Director General of the 
Authority, Ahmed Al-Mousa, are said to be 
at odds with this decision. While Al-Mousa is 
adamant the hike in fees should remain and 
be implemented immediately, the minister is 
recommending that the renewal fee for this 
segment of workers be capped at KD500, in 

addition to requiring separate health insurance 
from the visa applicant.

Failure to reach an amicable agreement 
in this regard within the PAM board is said 
to have prompted Al-Salman not to call for a 
meeting of the board, and to raise the issue 
before the Council of Ministers, so as to enable 
the Cabinet to take an appropriate decision in 
this regard.

On a related note, latest statistics from the 
Public Authority for Civil Information (PACI) 
reveal that since the implementation of the 
decision not to renew visas of those over 60 
without a university degree, a total of 42,334 
expatriates left the country. Many of those 
who were forced out of Kuwait were people 
with rare specializations, those in professional 
cadres and experienced workers, who were 
reportedly promptly hired by companies 
in neighboring Gulf states. Kuwait’s loss is 
apparently their gain.

Generous power subsidies granted 
to consumers in the industrial and 

agriculture sector have cost the state over KD30 
million over the 2019 to 2021 fiscal period, says 
a new report by the State Audit Bureau.  

Subsidies on power supply to these two 
sectors are based on whether the specific 
entity is productive or not. According to 
Article 4 of the Electricity Tariff Law No. 20 of 
2016, the electricity tariff for the two sectors 
is calculated at 3 fils per kilowatt for non-
productive activity, and two fils per kilowatt 
for the productive activity.

To prove that an industry or agricultural 
farm is productive, the owner of the premises 
must obtain a certificate that is valid for one 
year from the Public Authority for Industry 
(PAI), or the Public Authority for Agricultural 

Affairs and Fish Resources (PAAAFR) as the 
case may be.

In its last report for fiscal year 2020, the 
State Audit Bureau had criticized the Ministry 
of Electricity and Water for granting subsidies 
to consumers in industrial and agriculture 
sectors without coordinating this with PAI or 
the PAAAFR.

Opposition to high fees for 
renewing visas of over 60s

Power subsidies to industry, 
agriculture cost millions

By Ricky Laxa
Staff Writer

Ka Baterya E-Scooter Kuwait, a newly 
formed Filipino group, promotes healthy 

lifestyle by encouraging riding safely around 
Kuwait streets, creates health safety awareness 
through distributing face masks, and 
promotes a clean environment 
by using electric scooters as a 
method of transportation.

In a brief interview with The 
Times Kuwait, Jeremy Redulla, 
the group’s spokesperson, said 
that Ka Baterya E-Scooter Kuwait 
was formed to create advocacies 
pertaining to health and safety. 
“There have been numerous issues 
regarding use of scooters on roads in Kuwait, 
with concerns of safety for riders at stake. A 
prime purpose of the group is to educate its 
members on road safety by adhering to traffic 
regulations,” said Redulla. 

The group also extends its advocacy in 

promoting safe health protocols by giving 
out face masks to the public in various places, 
including Kuwait City and Fahaheel as well as in 
other distant locations. 

The distribution occurs during the team’s 
regular rides every Saturday from 4am till 7am 
when traffic is less. Redulla added that the 

distance traveled by the riders often 
depends on the capacity of each 
scooter’s battery, as some can only 
go as far as Kuwait Tower or other 
nearby locations. 

The team also promotes the use 
of scooters as transportation to 
and from worksites, which helps 
save money and time, and also 
encourages the use of electric 
transportation for cleaner air and 

environment. The team is now preparing to 
accredit its membership with the Embassy of 
the Philippines. Redulla encourages everyone 
to get in touch with any of its team members 
or check its Facebook account: https://www.
facebook.com/KabateryaKuwait

LOCAL
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 News in brief

KUWAIT: On September 24, 1961, Kuwait Times 
published its first issue, ushering in a modern era of 
Kuwait journalism and establishing the first English-
language daily in the Arabian Gulf. Kuwait Times 
was founded by Yousuf Saleh Al-Alyan, who was 
also president and founding member of the Kuwait 
Journalists Association.  

Established just after Kuwait’s independence and 
the start of the country’s development renaissance - 
coupled with a social movement, cultural diversity and 
the welcoming of Arab and foreign residents -Kuwait 
Times served as the first newspaper for non-Arabic-
speaking residents in Kuwait, bringing them the news 
of the world and presenting Kuwait’s news to the 
world. It represented the state abroad in front of the 
international community.  

Founder Yousuf Al-Alyan received the paper’s 
l icense from the Print ing and Publ icat ions 
Department, which was then managed by the late 
Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber 
Al-Sabah. The license was issued around the 
same time as the license given to late Abdulaziz 
Al-Musaeed to publish the Al-Rai Al-Aam news-
paper, which was Kuwait Times’ neighbor on 
Sahafa Street. 

Kuwait Times celebrates  
60 years of journalism

First English-language daily in the Arabian Gulf • Founded by the late Yousuf Saleh Al-Alyan in 1961

Kuwait Times founder Yousuf Al-Alyan

Abdulaziz Al-Musaeed and Yousuf S Al-Alyan pioneered journalism in modern Kuwait. 
Kuwait Times in English and Al-Rai Al-Aam in Arabic were both founded in 1961 and 
established their offices on the same street that would later become known as Shar’e 
Al-Sahafa (Journalism Street) in Industrial Shuwaikh. 

We hope our dear readers enjoy our 
special retrospective supplement on the 
history and origins of Kuwait Times in 
the following pages.  

 
See Pages 2 to 10

6bn COVID shots given  
 
PARIS: More than six billion doses of anti-
COVID vaccines have been given around the 
world. The vaccination drive has reached a 
steady rhythm taking 29 days to clock up the 
sixth billion. Nearly 40 percent (2.18 billion) of 
the six billion shots have been administered in 
China. India (826.5 million) and the US (386.8 
million) complete the trio of countries that have 
given the most jabs. — AFP 

Pollution kills 7m a year 
 
GENEVA: The World Health Organization 
strengthened its air quality guidelines yester-
day, saying air pollution was now one of the 
biggest environmental threats to human health, 
causing seven million premature deaths a year. 
Urgent action is needed to reduce exposure to 
air pollution, said the UN body, ranking its bur-
den of disease on a par with smoking and 
unhealthy eating. — AFP 

Quake triggers panic in Melbourne 
 
MELBOURNE: A rare quake rattled southeastern 
Australia yesterday, shaking buildings, knocking 
down walls and sending panicked Melbourne resi-
dents running into the streets. The shallow 5.9 mag-
nitude tremor hit east of the country’s second-largest 
city at the start of the working day and was one of 
the largest to hit the country in decades. — AFP

Post-Bouteflika leader dies  
 
ALGIERS: Veteran Algerian politician Abdelkader 
Bensalah, who served briefly as interim president after 
his mentor Abdelaziz Bouteflika was forced to resign 
in 2019, died yesterday aged 79, the president’s office 
said. His death after what friends said was a long ill-
ness came just days after that of Bouteflika, who died 
on Friday at the age of 84. — AFP 

Lebanon raises fuel prices  
 
BEIRUT: Crisis-hit Lebanon yesterday raised fuel 
prices for the second time in less than a week amid 
severe rationing spurred by the collapse of a sub-
sidy system that has depleted state coffers. The 
revised price list published by the energy ministry 
yesterday set the price of 20 liters of 95-octane 
petrol at 202,400 Lebanese pounds ($13 at the 
black market rate), up from 174,000 pounds the 
previous week. — AFP (See Page 16)

KUWAIT: KNPC’s Clean Fuels Project (CFP) is now fully operational. — KUNA 

KUWAIT: State-owned Kuwait 
National Petroleum Company (KNPC) 
has hailed the successful operation of 
its mega, eco-friendly Clean Fuels 
Project (CFP). “This is a historic mile-
stone,” KNPC CEO Waleed Al-Bader 
told KUNA on Tuesday, adding that 
the ambitious project is a source of 
pride not only for KNPC but also for 
the entire Kuwaiti oil sector. He 
expected that this cutting-edge proj-
ect will elevate Kuwait’s standing in 
the global oil industry.  

Bader highlighted the impressive 
economic and environmental impacts 
of the project. “It will open new mar-
kets and increase revenues of Kuwaiti 
oil products as well as create more 
job opportunities for Kuwaitis,” he 
added. On the environment benefits, 
Bader explained that the CFP will 
reduce carbon emissions and pollu-
tion by producing high-quality and 
ultra-pure products that meet the 
strictest environment standards and 
specifications worldwide, including 
those of EURO-4 and EURO-5.  

Meanwhile, KNPC’s Acting Deputy 
CEO for Projects Ghanim Al-Otaibi 
revealed that the CFP incorporated 
modernizing and raising the capacity 
of the Mina Abdulla (MAB) Refinery 
and the Mina Al-Ahmadi (MAA) 

Continued on Page 21 

KNPC’s Clean  
Fuels Project  
fully operational

DOHA: Members of an all-girl Afghan robotics team pose for a picture at the labo-
ratory of Qatar’s Texas A&M university on Sept 14, 2021. — AFP 

DOHA: The nine members of an all-
girl Afghan robotics team evacuated 
from Kabul to Qatar have built on 
their star status and captured hearts 
since fleeing their homeland. Now 
back in education and working on 
their entries for a global robotics 
competition, the girls worry about 
their immediate future but hope they 
can one day return to Afghanistan. 

Team member Ayda Haydarpour, 
17, who switched onto digital engi-

neering playing Super Mario as a 
child, said it was “too hard” to follow 
events in Afghanistan but hopes to 
return to open the first STEM (sci-
ence, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics) school. “My grandfather 
used to ask me lots of questions about 
his tablet and phone,” she said with a 
smile. “In Afghanistan, robotics is new, 
especially for women,” said 
Haydarpour, who has three sisters 
back in Afghanistan. 

Her mother had worked as a 
teacher at a girls’ high school, but the 
facility is yet to reopen following last 
month’s fall of the government to the 
Taleban. The Taleban had banned 
women from work and education, 
confining them to homes during their  

Continued on Page 21 

Afghan robotics  
team design  
future in Qatar

PARIS: Scientists have discovered another clue to 
the origins of the virus that causes COVID-19, with 
bats living in caves in Laos found to be carrying a 
similar pathogen that experts suggest could poten-
tially infect humans directly. The virus has killed mil-
lions since it emerged in China in late 2019, and 
controversy continues to swirl around where it 
came from. Some experts say it is animal-driven but 
others have pointed to the possibility the pathogen 
leaked from a lab. 

Researchers from France’s Pasteur Institute and 
the National University of Laos said their findings 
showed that viruses genetically close to the SARS-
CoV-2 virus “exist in nature” among bat species in 
the limestone caves of northern Laos, which neigh-
bors China. Of the viruses they identified among the 
hundreds of bats tested in Vientiane Province, three 
were found to closely resemble the virus that causes 
COVID-19, particularly in the mechanism for latch-
ing on to human cells. 

“The idea was to try to identify the origin of this 
pandemic,” Marc Eloit, who leads the Pasteur 
Institute’s pathogen discovery laboratory, told AFP. 
Eloit, whose team analyzed the samples collected, 
said there were still key differences between the 

viruses found and SARS-CoV-2. But he said the 
work was “a major step forward” in identifying the 
pandemic’s origin, confirming the theory that the 
coronavirus that has spread across the world could 
have started with living bats. 

The authors of the study, which has been submit-
ted to Nature for peer review, warned that their 
findings suggest the new viruses “seem to have the 
same potential for infecting humans as early strains 
of SARS-CoV-2”. “People working in caves, such as 
guano collectors, or certain ascetic religious com-
munities who spend time in or very close to caves, 
as well as tourists who visit the caves, are particu-
larly at risk of being exposed,” the authors said. 

Continued on Page 21 
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 Alyan was a soft spoken man with a very broad world outlook 
and rarely if ever lost his temper. However, behind the calm 
disposition was a man of steel and on many occasions he would 
stand his ground once a decision was taken.

Never a boss and always a friend to his employees Alyan 
ran the newspaper more like a family than a media business 
organization and would rarely interfere in the functioning of the 
paper.  A courteous kind hearted man he would win people over 
with his smile and politeness.

Alyan belonged to that generation of Kuwaitis who were in no 
hurry to make things happen and would prefer to wait and watch 
as things unfolded. A well travelled and respected journalist 
Alyan upheld all the tenets of journalism during his more than 45 
years as the editor-in-chief.

Much of the success and continuity of Kuwait Times over the 
years could be attributed to Alyan’s easy go attitude, his affability, 
and the live and let live philosophy that would have even his 
worst detractors at odds.

The 60 year ride was never an easy one but nevertheless 
looking back it has been an outstanding achievement, and just as 
it is a time to cherish and celebrate this success one must reflect 
on the lost chances and missed opportunities.

The advent of social media has brought many challenges and 
now more than ever, Kuwait seeks independent, objective and 
unbiased reporting from the press. With the intense speed at 
which information travels and the proliferation of misinformation, 
people and organizations need a source they can rely on for 
the unfiltered truth. In the past, Kuwait Times provided that 
source; we wish that they adapt and evolve and rise up in these 
challenging times and be the beacon as they were in the past.

We salute all the journalists and members of the staff who 
worked with Kuwait Times during these past 60 years. We applaud 
their immense contribution to the fourth pillar of democracy.

Kuwait Times celebrated its 60th anniversary on Friday, 
24 September, as the first  Kuwait daily newspaper 

published in the English language.
Late president of Kuwait Journalists Association (KJA) 

Yusuf Al-Alayan established Kuwait Times on 24 September 
1961, to make it not only the first in Kuwait but also the first 
English-language daily in the Arabian Gulf region. 

The newspaper was established in the wake of Kuwait’s 
independence, and soon went on to become  a socially 
and culturally vibrant paper. Al-Alayan was Kuwait Times 
Editor-in-Chief from its foundation until he passed away in 
December 2007.

The newspaper provided a unique service for expatriates, 
reporting local and foreign news. The first issue was printed 
at the Mugahwi Press and consisted of only four pages. 
The first page included a letter from the then head of 

Department of Publications and Publishing Sheikh Sabah 
Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, the late Amir of Kuwait, congratulating 
the daily on its first issue.

Al-Alayan, who loved reading and exploring the world, 
received his bachelor degree in economics and political 
sciences from the University of London in 1953. A fluent 
French speaker, his visits all over the world and interaction 
with local people there gave him deep insight into their 
culture and languages.

One of the founders of KJA in 1964, Al-Alayan was 
named as honorary president of the Association in 2002 
in recognition of his service to journalism in Kuwait. Al-
Alyan was also chief editor of Al-Fajr Al-Jadeed (New Dawn) 
newspaper which was issued immediately after the 1991 
liberation of Kuwait. Al-Fajr Al-Jadeed was only issued in 
1991 and 1992.

Sixty years of Kuwait Times 
A milestone in independent journalism

Celebrating a milestone anniversary of 60 years

Kuwait Technical College Center for 
Continuing Education (Ktech CCE) in 

partnership with the Kuwait Association for 
Learning Differences (KALD) organized a 
comprehensive training program for faculty 
members of Ktech, to address learning 
differences and raise awareness of the impact 
of those differences on the well-being of young 
adults.

The program was delivered by Assistant 
Dean for Student Affairs at the Public Authority 
for Applied Education and Training (PAAET), 
Dr. Badria AlHajji, who presented the program 
titled ‘Supporting Students with Learning 
Differences — Understanding Options for 
Different Needs’.

For her part, Head of the Ktech CCE, Nourah 
Al Oseimi, stated, “Education is a right for 
all students, regardless of what obstacles 
or hardships they may face. It is of utmost 
importance to equip our educators with the 

tools and skills to succeed when navigating the 
different learning needs and requirements of 
their students. It is one of our main priorities at 
the Ktech CCE to ensure the availability of high-
quality training experiences in partnership 
with local and international experts.”

Commenting on the participation of the 
Kuwait Association for Learning Differences 
(KALD), Amal Al-Sayer said, “Training teachers 
in methods of teaching students with learning 
differences are one of the main objectives of 
the Kuwait Association for Learning Differences 

since its establishment in 2007. A qualified 
teacher is the cornerstone of a successful and 
comprehensive education process that helps 
students grow and flourish in all aspects of 
their lives: academically, psychologically, and 
socially.”

Training program addresses learning difference

From left N S Das (who worked at Kuwait Times more than 40 years, Y S Alyan, 
Reaven D'Souza and former Indian ambassador  H.E. M. Ganapathi
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Spending by Kuwaitis on travel during 
the first-quarter of this year (1Q/2021) 
jumped by 66 percent, going from 

around KD356 million in the last-quarter 
of 2020 to reach KD591 in the first three 
months of 2021. 

Nevertheless, this increase in spending 
was still significantly lower than the 
corresponding first-quarter period in 2020, 

when travel and tourism spending by 
Kuwaitis reached KD1.2 billion.

Another highlight from the preliminary 
data for the first quarter of 2021 issued by 
the Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK), was that 
remittances by expatriates in the first-
quarter of 2021 was also slightly higher 
than that in the corresponding period a 
year earlier. Figures show that expatriates 

remitted a total of KD1.37 billion in the first-
quarter of this year, an increase of less than 
one percent compared to the KD1.35 billion 
remitted in the first three months of 2020. 
However, remittance in the first-quarter 
of the 2021 was down 7.3 percent when 
compared to money transfers made in the 
fourth-quarter of 2020, when expatriates 
remitted a total of KD1.48 billion abroad.

Spending on travel soars,
remittances drop, in 1Q/2021

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

that constitute the majority of businesses in 
the country. To say that many of these smaller 
outfits were devastated by the economic 
impact of the health crisis would be an 
euphemism. A report by the Higher Steering 
Committee for Economic Stimulation, found 
that the initial six months of restrictions led 
to a drop of nearly 80 percent in revenues of 
over a quarter of SMEs. 

While the exact number of SMEs in the 
country varies based on the definition of 
which businesses qualify as small or medium 
enterprises, a report by Kuwait’s leading asset 
management and investment banking firm 
Markaz puts the number at around 25,000 to 
30,000 firms. The figure, which is based on 
the definition of SMEs as entities that employ 
less than 50 Kuwaiti people and have an asset 
base of less than KD500,000, and revenues 
of less than KD1,500,000, would place nearly 
90 percent of Kuwait’s businesses in the SME 
category. 

Given the extent of the sector, both in its 
span across the country and in its depth with 
multiple sub-sectors, SMEs are one of the 
most efficient economic models to accelerate 
the pace of economic and social development 
in the country. They improve the productivity 
of the labor market, and also help diversify 
the economy away from its overreliance on 
hydrocarbon resources. 

Moreover, since they require only a 
relatively small amount of initial capital to 
start, SMEs could serve as cost-effective 
incubators for hiring, training and developing 
skills of young nationals. Incidentally, all these 
attributes that SMEs help to drive are the 
same goals that the government professes 
it needs to undertake in order to take the 
country forward on the path of progress and 
development.

Considering their importance in 
supporting the government’s plans to 
diversify the economy, increase engagement 
with the private sector, and encourage 
entrepreneurship among young nationals, 
it would appear axiomatic that the 
government would encourage the growth 
and development of a strong and vibrant 
SME ecosystem in the country. However, 
other than setting up the National Fund for 
SME Development (SME Fund) in 2013, and 
the occasional support to the sector, the 
authorities have by and large ignored SMEs.

The SME Fund was established with the 
aim of supporting entrepreneurship among 
young nationals, combating unemployment, 
and enabling the private sector to drive 
economic growth. The Fund, with a KD2 
billion corpus, was intended to support 
the growth of a dynamic SME ecosystem 
in the country. However, figures show that 
from 2016 until the suspension of business 
activities due to the COVID-10 crisis, the 
National Fund had disbursed funds to only 
around 870 SMEs at a cumulative cost of 
around KD150 million, or around 7.5 percent 
of the Fund’s KD2 billion capital.

When the unprecedented economic and 
social repercussions from the COVID-19 crisis 

left most SMEs struggling for access to liquidity, 
to repay loans and to avoid bankruptcy, the 
government’s response was tepid at best. 
Most SMEs have limited cash reserves — one 
study found that nearly two-thirds of small 
businesses operating in the country have a 
liquidity not exceeding KD10,000. The sudden 
loss of revenue brought on by consequences 
of the health crisis, along with simultaneous 
demand and supply shocks, and the decision 
by authorities to introduce a total shut-down 
of non-essential businesses, had an acute 
impact on the cash flow of many SMEs.

The production and demand loss, as well 
as sustained bottlenecks in supplies also 
affected the ability of SMEs to bounce back and 
resume work when the government began 
relaxing the restrictive measures following 
recent improvements in the epidemiological 
situation. But, by then, thousands of expatriate 
workers had returned to their home countries 
due to job losses, lack of salaries amid work 
suspensions. This severe labor shortage that 
continues unabated, added to the woes of 
SMEs and further curtailed the relaunch of 
businesses. 

At the start of the pandemic in late March 
2020, amid early signs of its impact on local 
business activity, the Cabinet announced 
decision 455/2020 to provide loans to SMEs on 
concessional terms through the National Fund 
for SMEs and local banks. The government 
also relieved SMEs from having to pay their 
social security contributions for a period 
of six months. The soft loans and flexible 
repayment terms from banks were intended 
to help businesses with their working capital 
requirements, including paying rents and 
salaries and other contractual obligations. 
The Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK) also 
extended incentives to banks to lend to SMEs 
by reducing the risk weights for SME loans.

The law provided SMEs with the 
opportunity to apply for a maximum loan 
value of KD 250,000 with a tenor of a 
maximum of four years at 2.5 percent interest 
rate. The government agreed to cover 100 
percent of the interest for the first and second 
year, and 90 percent for the third year, as well 
as 80 percent for the fourth year, with the 
balance being borne by the borrower. When 
the initial response from banks did not prove 
to be sufficient, the government announced 
that along with paying the interest on behalf 
of the SME clients, it would also guarantee 80 
percent of the loan offered by banks. 

However there were several conditions 
attached to the support granted to SMEs, 
including that the loans would be granted 
only to existing clients of banks and that the 
business should be in a value-adding sector 
to the national economy. The business also 
needed to be operating profitably before the 
COVID-19 crisis, and should not have defaulted 
on any of its loan obligations. In addition, the 
SME operation had to be capable of creating 
national employment and needed to belong 
to a sector that has been affected by lack 
of mobility due to the crisis. The law also 
stipulated that the borrower not distribute 
any profits as dividends during the period of 
loan, or use the loans to repay existing debts.

As expected, many SMEs found these terms 
onerous and accordingly there were few 
takers for the so-called ‘soft’ loans. A report 
from the CBK shows that as of June 2020, local 
banks approved only 199 loan requests worth 
a total of around KD110 million. Moreover, 
many SMEs were not interested in taking 
on additional loans, what they wanted was 
compensation from the government. 

The government for its part has made 
quite clear that its current fiscal position 
preempted any discussion on free handouts. 
The authorities also noted that an amendment 
to Kuwait’s bankruptcy law, had now freed 
SME owners from the threat of imprisonment 
from debt defaults, which should bolster the 
confidence of business owners. 

But SMEs point out that while it is true 
that they cannot now be imprisoned, there 
is nothing in the law that prevents seizure of 
their assets or insolvency if they cannot settle 
their debts.

In the absence of any serious attempts to 
mitigate the plight of SMEs, Kuwait Economic 
Society (KES) presented a public policy 
initiative early this year aimed at resuscitating 
the business environment in the country. 
Describing the policy paper as a catalyst in 
helping revive the SME sector, and a realistic, 
viable solution that can be implemented by 
policymakers, the Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of Kuwait Economic Society, Abdul 
Wahab Muhammad Al-Rasheed, said the 
paper had become necessary in the face of 
inaction by both the executive and legislative 
branches of government.

The KES paper proposes the setting up of 
a grant-based program labeled Ina’ash SME 
Fund that could offer relief to businesses 
impacted by the health crisis, while also 
strengthening the existing SME ecosystem. 
The fund calls for the establishment of a 
Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) for a period 
not exceeding two years and with a capital 
of KD125 million, to be disbursed as grants to 
SMEs. 

The fund would cover operational 
expenses, waive several government duties 
and fees, and commit the business to trade 
with other benefactors of the fund. The fund 
recipients would also be obliged to become 
part of a more effective online procurement 
program, and share data to promote further 
studies and research on the SME sector in the 
country.

The corpus for the fund would be provided 
through long-term bonds issued by the Central 
Bank of Kuwait, and by the state’s financially 
independent and successful entities such 
as the Public Institution for Social Security 
(PIfSS), and Kuwait Petroleum Corporation 
(KPC). Funding would also come from the 
Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development 
and the Arab Fund for Economic and Social 
Development, both of which already provide 
concessional loans and grants to developing 
countries around the world.

Commenting on the policy paper, Member 
of the Board of Directors and Head of the 
Public Policy Committee at KES, Muhammad 
Bader Al-Jouan said that implementing the 
recommendations of the paper to help out 

SMEs, would contribute to the government’s 
goals of reviving Kuwait’s economy. It would 
help diversify the economy away from its 
overdependence on oil income, provide 
gainful employment to national youth, and 
increase private sector participation and 
contribution to the country’s GDP. Urging 
decision makers to think about the cost of their 
inaction to the state budget and its recurring 
deficits, Al-Jouan added, “We believe that 
failure to properly address the [SME] situation 
will incur a heavy cost in the long run.”

However, more than six months since the 
publication of the paper, the plight of many 
SMEs continues to fester with no apparent 
solution in sight. Even if an eventual formula 
is found to assist businesses impacted by 
repercussions from the COVID-19 crisis, it is 
obvious that SMEs in the country, especially 
those run by young entrepreneurs will have 
to find realistic solutions to their problems on 
their own terms. 

Analysts suggest that to begin with, re-
reading the 101 on entrepreneurship should 
help SME owners revive their businesses. For 
instance, they should pay more attention to 
their finances by monitoring their financial 
position and cash flow on a continuous basis. 
They should pay more attention to their 
receivables, and bring sharper focus on their 
revenues by embracing digitization of their 
business and operating on omni-channels. 

In addition, they will have to reevaluate 
their non-discretionary expenses with the 
aim of reducing operational costs, and 
avoid as far as possible spending on non-
essentials not deemed necessary to the 
growth and development of their business. 
They could also strengthen their financial 
flows by considering financial bootstrapping 
methods such as joint utilization, inventory 
minimization, and limiting accounts payable.

Finally, they will have to find financing 
away from traditional funding sources. They 
could turn to external investments, including 
through crowd-funding, angel investments, 
venture capitals, or other alternate sources 
of funding. Or if they are reluctant to take 
on external investors, they could try outside 
sources that provide subsidy financing, or 
even exchange ‘sweat equity’ shares, which 
are given at a discounted rate to stakeholders 
in the business who contribute with their time 
and labor rather than monetarily. 

Rather than wait for rescue packages 
or handouts from the government, SME 
owners need to examine the various options 
currently available to them and try to realize 
opportunities that arise from prevailing 
challenging circumstances. They also will 
need to make incremental improvements to 
their business on a regular basis in order to 
make it a lean and more efficient enterprise. 

But to do all this, they first need to 
understand the core competencies of their 
business and focus on this. And, if this model is 
no longer proving viable, they should not shy 
away from deciding to restructure operations 
or even redefine their strategies. Adapting to 
change and moving with change, repeatedly 
if needed, should be the mantra for young 
entrepreneurs going forward.

SME sector key to realizing government goals
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Bringing India and Kuwait
closer through art

THE TIMES KUWAIT REPORT

Kuwait Arts Association, in association with the 
Embassy of India in Kuwait, is organizing a 

painting exhibition by Joice Sibi titled ‘Glimpses of 
Timeless India’ at Association’s premises from 20-
30 September. On the sidelines of the art exhibition, 
the Indian Embassy is also organising an India-Kuwait 
Cultural Festival showcasing the strong cultural bonds 
between India and Kuwait.

Inauguration ceremony 
of the exhibition was held 
on 20 September, and was 
followed by a gala cultural 
show. The event witnessed 
tremendous participation 
from all sections of 
the society, including 
members of the diplomatic 
corps, and media fraternity, 
as well as from large 
numbers of Indian and 
Kuwaiti nationals.

Secretary General of 
Kuwait’s National Council 
for Culture, Arts and Letters 
(NCCAL), Kamel Abdul Jalil, 
who was the chief guest 

for the evening, inaugurated the exhibition along 
with the Indian Ambassador to Kuwait H.E. Sibi 

George.
Speaking on the occasion, the 
Indian ambassador highlighted the 

significance of the milestone year 
2021, which is the 60th anniversary 
of establishment of diplomatic 
relations between India and 
Kuwait, and the 75th anniversary 
of independence of India. The 
Ambassador also spoke about the 
centuries-old art legacy of India, 
while expounding on the exquisite 
nature of the artwork, the 
rich, vibrant and diverse 
cultural heritage of India and 
the efforts of the embassy to 
further strengthen bilateral 
links between India and 
Kuwait across all domains, 
particularly in the cultural 
domain.

For his part, the NCCAL 
Secretary-General in his 
address to the gathering talked about the 
historically close bilateral ties between Kuwait 
and India, and the important role of culture in 
driving this relationship forward.

President of the Kuwait Arts Association, Abdul 
Rasoul Salman also spoke about the excellent 
cooperation between the artists of India and 
Kuwait, and the potential to further strengthen 
this with frequent exchanges between the two 
countries.

The cultural show held on the occasion 
featured Indian classical dance forms of 
Kuchupudi, Kathak and Bharatnatyam that were 
presented in a spectacular fashion by artists from 
various Indian cultural associations in Kuwait.

The art exhibition showcases 
a collection of over three dozen 
paintings by Ms. Sibi that were 
rendered over a period of more 
than a decade. The paintings are a 
refreshing and colorful display of 
India through her eyes. The unique 
style evident in her paintings are a 
vivid reflection of her inner feelings 

and imagination
The Arts Exhibition and 

the Cultural Festival, is open 
everyday from 5pm to 9pm 
until the 30th of September. 
People intending to visit 
the exhibition should note 
that COVID-19 related 
precautionary measures are 
being implemented during 

the course of the exhibition, and only vaccinated 
guests will be allowed entry to the exhibition 
venue.

LOCAL

Joice Sibi captures India’s
timeless heritage with her paintings
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The successful full operation of Kuwait 
National Petroleum Company’s 
(KNPC) mega, eco-friendly Clean 

Fuels Project (CFP) last week marks a historic 
milestone, not just for the company but for 
the entire oil sector in Kuwait, and would go 
a long way to elevate the standing of the 
country in the global oil industry, said CEO 
of KNPC Waleed Al-Bader.

Speaking following the successful 

launch of full operations at CFP, the CEO 
said it would help reduce carbon emissions 
and pollution through producing high-
quality and ultra-pure products that meet 
the strictest environment standards and 
specifications worldwide, including those 
of EURO-4 and EURO-5. In addition to its 
impressive environmental impacts, the 
project will also lead to economic and social 
benefits, including opening new markets 

for Kuwaiti oil products and creating more 
job opportunities for national youth cadres, 
said the CEO.

Elaborating on the CFP, the Acting 
Deputy CEO for Projects at KNPC, Ghanim 
Al-Otaibi said that the project involved 
modernizing and raising the capacity of 
Mina Abdulla (MAB) Refinery to 454,000 
barrels per day and that of Mina Al-Ahmadi 
(MAA) Refinery to 346,000 barrels per day, 
of high-quality and eco-friendly oil by-
products.’’ He went on to reveal that the 
design and execution of the project were 
in line with international environmental 
specifications and criteria, and cost an 
estimated KD4.7 billion, with the private 
sector receiving a 35 percent share in this 
investment

For his part, the Deputy CEO of Mina 
Abdulla Refinery Wadha Al-Khateeb said 
that  MAB has so far implemented two of 
the three main parts of the CFP, and each 
part was executed by an international 
consortium of three companies. She 
added that the project will cut nitrogen 
oxides, sulfur oxides and other pollutants 
to the minimum level, thereby boosting 
the profitability and competitiveness of 

Kuwaiti products as well as conserving 
the environment.” She also revealed that 
recently Kuwait joined the ranks of the few 
companies worldwide with the capability 
of producing low sulphur marine fuel 
oil that meet the strict standards of the 
International Maritime Organization.

Adding to this, the Deputy CEO for Mina 
Al-Ahmadi (MAA) Refinery Shujaa Al-Ajmi 
said that the CFP would help realize several 
strategic objectives drawn up by KNPC, 
including raising the refining capacity of 
the country to 1.6 million barrels per day by 
2025 and boosting the company’s revenues, 
environment performance, and safety and 
operational capability and reliability. 
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Kuwait City, 14th September 2021: Kalyan 
Jewellers, one of the most trusted and 

leading jewellery brands, recently announced 
the launch of Kalyan Jewellers Digital Gold. 
Venturing into the new digital gold category, 
the Company has entered into a partnership 
with Augmont, which is India’s largest 
completely integrated gold ecosystem, 

With gold continuing to shine bright, and 
technology offering convenient solutions, 
Kalyan Jewellers Digital Gold powered by 
Augmont provides a safe, easy and reliable 
method of buying 24-Karat pure gold, digitally. 

When customers purchase Kalyan Jewellers 
Digital Gold powered by Augmont, an 
equivalent amount of physical gold is stored 
under the customer name for a period of up 
to 5 years - at no additional cost, in secured 
and insured vaults managed by IDBI Trustee 
Company Limited.

Millennial or Gen-Z customers looking to 
make systematic purchases in gold, can opt 
for this feature, and start buying gold for as 
low as KWD .40 (INR 100/-) on the platform. 
At a later stage, the overall gold purchase in 
their free-wallet can be redeemed as physical 
gold coins or jewellery, at the Kalyan Jewellers 
showroom. They can also opt for door step 
delivery of gold coins or bullion. Customers 
can also sell digital gold from the safe confines 
of their home, thus providing larger flexibility.

Talking about this partnership, Mr. Ramesh 
Kalyanaraman, Executive Director – Kalyan 

Jewellers said, “Gold has always been a 
preferred saving option, and in the post 
COVID-19 era it has also emerged as the safest 
and most lucrative long-term asset. We have 
witnessed a renewed interest in gold from 
younger, first time customers, who are looking 
at convenient and easy means of purchasing 
the yellow metal. The introduction of digital 
gold will provide a holistic ecosystem for 
consumers.”

Since the restrictions due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, Kalyan Jewellers has introduced a 
range of digital, customer-centric initiatives, 
enabling patrons to purchase jewellery with 
flexibility, convenience and security with the 
LIVE video shopping facility.

Kalyan Jewellers 
launches Digital Gold

Clean Fuels Project fully operational

A specialist in domestic labor affairs, Bassam 
Al-Shammari, said “the phenomenon 

of domestic workers taking shelter in the 
embassies of their respective countries 
threatens the reputation of Kuwait at the 
international level.  

He was particularly critical of the decision by 
some countries, such as the Philippines, to send 
a ‘special’ plane to take home Filipinos who are 
sheltered under the embassy’s protection in 
Kuwait. 

Al-Shammari added, “the Filipino side 
decided to send a plane to evacuate some 
workers sheltering in the embassy on 29 
September”. He called this a serious indication 
that will severely damage the labor market in 
general and the domestic market in particular.”   

He said most of these are labor disputes 
between these workers and their employers 
that have to be resolved amicably, since most 
of these ‘runaways’ have either refused to work 

Domestic workers sheltering in embassies 
‘an embarrassment’ to Kuwait 

due to several reasons or have just abandoned 
their employers.  

He stressed that “this phenomenon is one 
of the most important reasons for making 
Kuwait a country that expels migrant workers 
in general and domestic workers in particular, 
especially in light of images of these workers 
staying inside their embassy shelters being 
published on social media platforms.” 

Vehicle transfer 
stipulations clarified

Assistant Undersecretary for Traffic and 
Operations Affairs Major General Jamal Al-

Sayegh in a statement last week clarified that 
the new rules governing transfer of vehicle 
ownership would not apply if the transaction is 
between members of the same family. 

He added that if the vehicle is gifted, the 
person making the gift should sign a document 
to this effect by visiting the General Traffic 
Department headquarters in Shuwaikh.

The explanation followed ambiguity in the 
decision announced earlier by GTD. In mid-
September, a circular issued by the Assistant 

Undersecretary for Traffic Affairs had made it 
mandatory for any buyer of a vehicle to disclose 
the mode of payment by which the vehicle is 
being bought — through a copy of the check, 
cash receipt or a proof of transfer via the bank. 

Explaining that there was nothing strange 
about this decision, Al-Sayegh added that 
similar rules exist in most countries and are 
intended to ensure the deal is made only 
through legal sources of funding and to make 
sure no black money is involved.
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The hottest day on record in Jordan 
since 1960 was a staggering 49.3° 
Celsius, (120.7° Fahrenheit) in July 2018, 

one month after I became prime minister. 
Jordan is not unique: heat waves have 
been causing record-high temperatures 
in countries from Canada to Australia in 
recent years. The effects of climate change 
(including increased frequency and severity 
of floods, hurricanes, and droughts), while 
felt locally, demand a global response, 
which should set binding targets that take 
into account countries’ contributions to the 
problem and to the solution.

Jordan has been actively pursuing 
policies and programs to reduce carbon-
dioxide emissions. Over the past 15 years, 
Jordan’s annual emissions per capita fell 
from 3.5 tons to 2.5 tons. But Jordan, like 
the vast majority of countries, accounts for 
a negligible share of global CO2 emissions  

— just 0.04 percent annually. So even if 
Jordan was to turn its whole economy green 
overnight, it would hardly make a dent. This 
does not absolve us of responsibility, but we 
cannot overlook the fact that emissions are 
concentrated: the top 20 emitters account 
for almost 80 percent of the annual total, 
with the United States and China alone 
accounting for 38 percent.

In many countries, the ramifications of 
climate change for water supply have been 
staggering. In the case of Jordan, it made an 
already tight constraint much more acute. 
Rainfall was previously the savior for rural 
communities that engaged in seasonal 
rainfed agriculture and herding on semi-
arid land. Over the last decade, however, a 
steady decline in average annual rainfall and 
an increase in the frequency and severity of 
droughts have undermined these modes of 
agriculture, deepening the socioeconomic 
divide between rural and urban areas.

Jordan is by no means unique: the 
World Health Organization estimates 
that half of the world’s population will be 
living in water-stressed areas by 2025. In 
essence, what was previously a regional 
challenge has now become a serious global 
governance issue with environmental, 
political, and economic ramifications.

More broadly, other manifestations 
of climate change, and the lack of an 
internationally coordinated response to 
them — not to mention additional threats 
such as the COVID-19 pandemic — suggest 
that something is seriously wrong at 
the global level. According to the recent 
sober assessment by the United Nations 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, the world will not meet the 2015 
Paris climate agreement goal of limiting 

global warming to well below 2°C unless 
it makes huge additional cuts in CO2 
emissions.

Quite simply, the results of the world’s 
climate efforts are dangerously inadequate. 
According to the Climate Action Tracker, 
current policies put the world on course 
to be an alarming 2.7-3.1°C warmer by 
2100, relative to pre-industrial levels. Yes, 
many emerging green technologies are 
promising and should be supported. But 
in the absence of a global approach, these 
innovations risk merely redistributing the 

impact of climate change among countries 
and regions.

Raising awareness and nudging (and 
shaming) policymakers is necessary, but 
not sufficient to avert what UN Secretary-
General António Guterres has referred to 
as a “climate catastrophe”. Climate-change 
mitigation must be pursued as a global 
public good. The problem is that such 
goods are plagued by collective-action 
problems, because the costs tend to be 
spatially and temporally concentrated while 
the benefits are diffuse. These difficulties 
can be tackled only by global governance 
structures that reduce the cost of collective 
action, internalize externalities, and counter 
short-term biases in decision-making.

To address climate change more 

effectively, we need global governance 
arrangements that amount to a new global 
social contract. Existing international 
governance structures can serve as a 
foundation for these new institutions, but 
will need to be amended and supplemented 
to address specific problems related to 
public goods and collective action.

For starters, we need a governance 
structure whose jurisdiction is limited 
to global public goods that cannot be 
provided adequately at the national level. 
Nation-states would be free to opt in and 

opt out, with the benefits of opting in 
outweighing those of opting out. Decisions 
would be taken on a majoritarian basis, 
with no single country having veto power. 
There would also be an appeals and 
adjudication process that allows decisions 
to be challenged.

Second, a custodial entity would keep 
track of global natural wealth accounts to 
address intergenerational equity issues. 
This entity should be able to place items on 
the global governance institution’s agenda 
and to appeal decisions.

Lastly, a regime of incentives and 
disincentives would aim to preserve 
nature and biodiversity and tax those who 
consume it, taking wealth and income 
disparities across countries into account.

Establishing global governance 
mechanisms that focus on the public-goods 
and collective-action challenges of climate 
change will not be easy. Concerns and fears 
related to a ‘democratic deficit’ and the 
need to protect national sovereignty are 
legitimate, and cannot simply be brushed 
aside.

Nevertheless, we are not starting from 
scratch. The World Trade Organization 
provides an example of a strong and 
successful global governance structure 
with binding rules. It is thus both ironic and 
sad that the WTO has failed to incorporate 
trade-related environmental and human-
rights issues into its regulations in order to 
ensure a level international playing field. 
After all, with its sanctioning authority, the 
WTO is best positioned to link issues such as 
greenhouse-gas emissions and labor rights 
to trade rules.

Jordan cannot successfully tackle today’s 
global climate challenges on its own. Nor 
can the Middle East, owing to regional 
conflicts and rivalries. Now that the world 
has become a village, the task facing 
the region is instead to agree with other 
countries — our fellow villagers — on how 
to mitigate our own excesses and avert an 
existential threat. This can be achieved only 
by finding suitable ways to hold ourselves 
and each other accountable. The solution 
lies in establishing a global governance 
system that is based on the nation-state 
but has the capacity to sanction harmful 
behavior.

Some might regard the idea of creating 
such a structure as far-fetched. But unless 
we do, there is scant hope of preventing 
the climate crisis from continuing to destroy 
countless lives and livelihoods.

OMAR RAZZAZ
A former prime minister of Jordan.
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Twenty years ago, the September 11 
terrorist attacks shocked the world. 

“We are all American” became a global 
slogan of solidarity. Suddenly, the West’s 
post-Cold War invulnerability had been 
exposed as an illusion. Globalization, which 
had become the reigning paradigm and 
established Western economic dominance 
in the 1990s, turned out to have a dark side.

Two decades after the attacks, it is 
difficult to overstate their consequences for 
the West and the wider world. A violent non-
state actor determined the international 
agenda to an extraordinary degree. While 
the hegemony of the West, led by the 
United States, remained unquestioned, the 
unipolar moment of the 1990s seemed to 
be coming to a close, and US foreign policy 
would be fundamentally reshaped by the 

‘global war on terror’.
In the context of the time, it was 

no surprise that the US-led invasion of 
Afghanistan met with overwhelming 
international support. The 9/11 attacks 
could not go unanswered, and it was the 
Taliban who had provided a haven for al-
Qaeda to plan, organize, and launch the 
operation.

But the war in Afghanistan will be 
remembered as a major failure. Its high 
costs and low returns raise an obvious 
question: What was it all for? More than 
48,000 Afghan civilians, at least 66,000 
Afghan troops, and 3,500 NATO soldiers 
were killed during the 20-year conflict. The 
US spent more than $2 trillion trying to build 
Afghan state institutions, only to watch 
them vanish within the space of weeks as 
the Taliban advanced to retake the country.

The re-establishment of a Taliban 
government in Kabul is further proof that 
the ‘global war on terror’ was a misguided 
effort. Afghans, especially women and 
girls, have once again been left to confront 
the realities of life under a fundamentalist 
regime. For the West, the task now is 
to reflect on the lessons of this woeful 
experience.

The first lesson is that external military 
force is not a sensible way to produce 
effective and lasting regime change. The 

West utterly failed to create a modern, 
democratic, and resilient Afghan state 
capable of withstanding the Taliban threat. 
The US fell in the same trap after its illegal 
invasion of Iraq in 2003, where it soon faced 
an insurgency that would sow the seeds of 
the Islamic State. And then it did so again 
in Libya, where NATO’s fixation on toppling 
Muammar el-Qaddafi left behind a country 
in turmoil and poised for civil war.

In short, top-down nation-building 

has been widely discredited. This model 
assumes that establishing a military 
presence and pouring resources into a 
country will inevitably deliver security, 
development, and democratic governance. 
Yet because nation-building requires the 
support of the people, it can succeed only if it 
is conducted through local representatives 
who are perceived as legitimate.

This element was absent in Afghanistan. 
By backing warlords like Abdul Rashid 
Dostum, whose forces committed 

numerous atrocities, the West undercut its 
own nation-building efforts and alienated 
much of the Afghan population.

More generally, the idea that a country’s 
existing institutions could simply be 
replaced with new ones should have been 
recognized as implausible. Most states 
are built gradually and endogenously 
through cooperation and compromise over 
extended periods of time, not by foreign 
diktat. Emulation and seduction are far 

more potent than force and coercion.
Making matters worse, US President 

George W. Bush’s administration embraced 
military force after 9/11 at the expense of 
diplomacy, which had long underpinned 
America’s most valuable asset: its 
attractiveness to the rest of the world. The 
Berlin Wall fell not because of military force 
but because those living under communism 
realized that the Western economic model 
produced higher standards of living than 
they could aspire to.

The second lesson from 20 years 
in Afghanistan is that domestic state-
building should be coupled with regional 
strategies. Approaches that exclude key 
regional players are not viable, particularly 
in today’s multipolar world. By going at it 
alone, the West failed to grasp the changing 
international balance of power.

Afghanistan’s neighborhood offered 
opportunities that went to waste. China was 
not in a position to contribute substantially 
at the war’s beginning, but with its rise as a 
global power, it could have been a useful 
partner. Closer coordination between US-
led stabilization efforts and Chinese foreign 
investment in Afghanistan could have 
maximized the benefits of development 
projects for local people.

Similarly, greater Russian engagement 
could have allowed more resources to 
reach Afghanistan through the Northern 
Distribution Network, alleviating the need 
to go through Pakistan, which gained 
significant leverage as a result. Moreover, 
Saudi Arabia, a beneficiary of US arms and 
a major investor in Pakistan, could have 
exercised its influence over the Pakistani 
government to convince it to play a more 
constructive role in resolving regional issues.

A final lesson of the Afghan debacle 
concerns Europe, which has been reminded 
of the need to develop its own capabilities in 
accordance with its own strategic interests. 
The shift in American foreign policy away 
from serving as the world’s watchdog 
should make Europe think harder about its 
dependence on US capabilities and policies.

The evacuation from Kabul offers a 
crude example of what is at stake. Without 
US military planes, America’s allies could 
not have evacuated their personnel from 
the country. And with the prospect of 
another European refugee crisis now 
looming, the bill for lacking the capacity 
to act autonomously in Afghanistan may 
soon come due. The spirit of ‘learning by 
doing’ should drive the European Union 
to enhance its civilian-military operations 
in key regions to avert instability coming 
closer home.

Though the world has changed 
considerably over the past 20 years, the 
issue of international terrorism is still far 
from resolved. The troubling security 
situation in the Sahel, for example, should 
make us all reflect on what course of action 
to take in the future. But one thing is clear: 

‘Forever wars’ are unsustainable, especially 
for those who must endure them. We were 
all American after 9/11, but we forgot to be 
Afghan, too.

JAVIER SOLANA
A former EU high representative 
for foreign affairs and security 
policy, secretary-general of NATO, 
and foreign minister of Spain, 
is Distinguished Fellow at the 
Brookings Institution.
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Sense of smell key to balanced diet
The smell of freshly baked bread wafting from 

a bakery, or the aroma of coffee brewing from 
a cafe is quite likely to entice you to enter 

and sample the offerings. Anecdotal knowledge 
that people make decisions based on their nose has 
prompted many food purveyors to pipe-in or spray 
the alluring odors of their products in their eateries 
to spike sales.

However, new scientific studies on the ability of 
food aromas to impact decision-making with regard 
to choosing what to eat, has poked a hole in this 
theory. Researchers at Northwestern University in the 
United States have found that the food you ate just 
before you walk past a bakery or cafe can affect your 
decision on whether to step in or walk past.

People participating in the research study were 
found to become less sensitive to food odors based 
on the meal they had eaten just before. For example, 
if you were snacking on baked goods before you 
walked past a bakery, the chances of you stepping in 
are unlikely, no matter what your nose says.

The study found that participants who had just 
eaten a meal of aromatic buns or pizza were likely 
to perceive only odors that did not match with the 
food that they had just eaten. The scientists then 
corroborated this observed evidence with brain 
scans using an MRI machine. The scans showed brain 
activity in parts of the brain that process odors was 
altered in a similar way to the choices that people 
had made. These findings show that just as smell 
regulates what we eat, what we eat, in turn, regulates 
our sense of smell.

To conduct the study, the team presented 
participants with a smell that was a mixture between 
a food and a non-food odor (either ‘pizza and pine’ 
or ‘cinnamon bun and cedar’ — odors that ‘pair 
well’ and are yet distinct from each other). The ratio 

of food and non-food odor varied in each mixture, 
from pure food to pure non-food. After a mixture was 
presented, participants were asked whether the food 
or the non-food odor was dominant.

Participants completed the task twice inside an 
MRI scanner: First, when they were hungry, then, after 
they had eaten a meal that matched one of the two 
odors. The team then computed how much food odor 
was required in the mixture in each session for the 
participant to perceive the food odor as dominant. 
The team found when participants were hungry, they 
needed a lower percentage of food odor in a mixture 
to perceive it as dominant — for example, a hungry 
participant may require a 50 percent cinnamon bun 
to cedar mixture when hungry, but 80 percent when 
full of cinnamon buns.

Through brain imaging, the team provided 
further evidence for their hypothesis. Brain scans 
from the MRI demonstrated a parallel change 
occurring in the part of the brain processing odors 
after a meal. The brain’s response to a meal-matched 
odor was less ‘food-like’ than responses to a non-
matched meal odor.

Dark side of 
research funding
Research on food and nutrition is important as it not only increases our 

understanding of how food impacts our health, it also supports the 
development of public health policies and nutritional recommendations 
for proper health. However, some food companies are known to fund 
research as part of their marketing plan and ensure that the outcome of 
these studies are favorable to their product.

Scientific research is based on collecting and analysing information 
and facts in order to arrive at an objective conclusion on a topic. 
Unbiased studies into nutrition and dietetics are crucial to deepening our 
understanding of many crucial issues on health, disease prevention and 
management. For instance, impartial research has led to the discovery of 
invaluable information on how nutrition and dietary patterns have links 
to the development of non-communicable diseases (NCDs), such as type 
2 diabetes and heart disease, especially among the older population. 

Other studies have shown that excessive sugar intake has associations 
with overweight and adverse health conditions, including obesity, 
metabolic syndrome, and inflammatory diseases. Research has also 
shown that increased intake of dietary fiber can improve glycemic 
control by reducing blood sugar levels. This type of research over the 
years has helped increase and improve our collective knowledge on 
nutrition and health.

Although more funding is needed for such objective research in order 
to deepen scientific understanding of, and evidence for, the role of food 
and dietary supplements in health outcomes, dosages, and intervention 

periods, often this is not 
available. Several major 
food companies have 
seized this funding lacunae 
and sponsored research 
funding, but with strings 
attached. The caveat being 
that the results from the 
research should be tailored 
to reflect the benefits of 
consuming their product.

Globally, many food 
industries are known 

to fund research with clearly articulated objectives that are aimed at 
furthering the commercial interests of the industry. Moreover, often the 
ownership of intellectual property derived from such funded research 
will belong to the industry, and researchers may also have to sign  
complete confidentiality clauses as part of the funding process, thereby 
preventing researchers from publishing the results of their study in 
public domain.

A study published in 2020 by researchers at Deakin University in 
Australia found that over 13 percent of  peer-reviewed studies in 10 of 
the top nutrition science journals had connections to the food industry 
— and of those, more than half reported findings favorable to business 
interests. 

The study found that food manufacturers funded or were connected 
to nearly 200 of 1461 articles published by the top-ten peer-reviewed 
journals on diet and nutrition for 2018. About 55 percent of industry-
involved studies either concluded that a food product had health 
benefits or undermined evidence a product was harmful. Less than 10 
percent of articles without industry involvement did so.

The researchers noted that unhealthy diets are the biggest cause 
of ill health worldwide. Given the crucial nature of food and nutrition 
research to ensure the health and wellbeing of people everywhere, it is 
too important to allow the food industry to skew research results to favor 
their commercial interests. They added that their study has irrefutably 
shown that when the food industry is involved, it skews the research 
agenda to things that matter to the particular industry, rather than those 
that matter to the public.

The study found four key approaches that industries use to 
manipulate research: they influence what research questions are asked, 
how the studies are designed, how conclusions interpret data, and 
whether unfavorable findings ever get published. A specific industry is 
more likely to fund research that is likely to show the benefits of their 
product or detract from its harms.

The food industry also tends to focus on specific nutrients that can be 
manipulated in a processed product, which allows them to make health 
claims and the superiority of their products over that of competitors. 
Opponents of manipulative food industry funding say that such 
reductionist and subjective focus on specific nutrients leads to health 
claims that cannot be substantiated.

Nutritionists and researchers also concur and insist that what matters 
is the whole diet — everything you eat, plus your lifestyle, plus genetics, 
and not just one food item or ingredient in the food. But, they add that 
food industry funding for nutrition research has become necessary 
because in many countries government support for research in this field 
has stopped or plateaued for decades. 




